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Set Laroche  

This duo béret and cowl quite 
simple makes possible to become 
familiar with the changes of 
colors and yarn. This model is 
specifically designed for the 
Super Tweed Fonty quality, as it 
offers 9 color ranges coordinated 
by 3, from darker to lighter by 
adding progressive soft wool to 
the darkest shade. 

Sizes:  

Child 3/4years old (50/51 cm of 

hat size). 

Teen/Adult  S (54/57 cm of hat size) in red in the pattern 

Adult M (58/60cm of hat size) in black in the pattern. 

Matériel :  

3 balls of Super Tweed Fonty in a coordinated range.  

Knitting kit available in different colors on this page :  

https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Kit-Beret-et-Col-Laroche-p-1015-c-96.html#fp 

Circular needles (or 4 double point needles) 4mm and 5mm. 

1 stitch marker, a yarn or tapestry needle, a pair of scissors, a tape measure, enough to 

make a tassel of 6.5 cm in diameter (boxes or tassel’s set). 

Points and abbreviations : 

k :knit 

p :purl 

st: stitch 

m1: make 1 : pull up the yarn between 2 stitches and knit.  

K2tog: Knit 2 together  

* ... * repeat the pattern indicated between * and * as many times as necessary until the 

end of the round, or until the next indication. 

R: round  

Color 1: darkest color. Color 2: medium color. Color 3: the lightest shade. 

Stocking stitch: knit all stitches of every rounds.  

Ribs 2/1: knit all rounds : *k2, p1* 

Gauge : Stocking stitch 10cm/10cm needles 5mm : 18st/26rounds 

Pattern : Camille Delahaie, les aiguilles de Camille.com  

https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Super-Tweed-c-5_24_103.html
https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Super-Tweed-c-5_24_103.html
https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Kit-Beret-et-Col-Laroche-p-1015-c-96.html%23fp
https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Kit-Beret-et-Col-Laroche-p-1015-c-96.html%23fp
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Work: 

Child Béret : Cast on 72 sts on needle 4 mm with color 1. Put the stitch marker to mark 

the beginning of the round. Form the circle and start knitting in color 1: Make 2.5cm rib 

2/1. At the desired height, continue with needle size 5mm always in color 1 and knit: 

R1: *k8, m1* (81st) 

R2 and all even rounds: *k* 

R3: *k9, m1* (90st) 

R5: *k10, m1* (99st) 

R7: *k11, m1* (108st) 

Knit round 8 in color 2: *k* 

Knit round 9 in color 1: *k* 

Work 10 and the following (unless otherwise indicated) in color 2: * k *. 

Work as follows until piece measures 8 cm (incl. Rib), then start decrease: 

R1: *k10, K2tog* (99st) 

R2 and 3: *k* 

R4: *k9, K2tog* (90st) 

With color 3 knit the round 5: *k* 

With color 2 knit the round 6: *k* 

All subsequent rounds will be made in color 3: 

R7: *8md, K2tog* (81st) 

R8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23 and 25: *k* 

R10: *k7, K2tog* (72st) 

R13: *k6, K2tog* (6st) 

R16: *k5, K2tog* (54st) 

R18: *k4, K2tog* (45st) 

R20: *k3, K2tog* (36st) 

R22: *k2, K2tog* (27st) 

R24: *k1, K2tog* (18st) 

After round 25, cut the thread about 30 cm in length, with the wool needle, thread the 

thread through all the remaining stitches to secure the top of the hat, remove the circular 

needle. Tighten the stitches, pass the thread in all sts, tighten again. Bring in all the 

threads, also cut them short. With Color 1, make the pompon and fix it at the top of the 

beret.  
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Cowl Child size: 

Cast on 72 sts on needle 5 mm with color 1. Put the stitch marker to mark the beginning 

of the round. Form the circle and start knitting in color 1: Make 6 rounds in rib 2/1, 

continue with needle size 5mm always in color 1 and knit: 

Knit 9 rounds: *k* 

Make 1 round in color 2: *k* 

Make 1 round in color 1: *k* 

Make 15 rounds in color 2: *k* 

Make 1 round in color 3: *k* 

Make 1 round in color 2: *k* 

Make 9 rounds in color 3: *k* 

Make 6 rounds in ribs 2/1, in color 3. Bind off all the stitches flexibly, bring in the 

threads and cut them short.  

Béret Teen/adult size S and Adult Size M: Cast on 90/96 st on needle 4 mm with color 1. 

Put the stitch marker to mark the beginning of the round. Form the circle and start 

knitting in color 1: do 8rounds/8rounds of ribs 2/1, continue with needles 5mm, in 

color 1:  

R1: *k9, m1* (100st), *k12, m1* (104st) 

R2 and all the even rounds for both sizes: *k* 

R3: *k10, m1* (110st), *k13, m1* (112st) 

R5: *k11, m1* (120st), *k14, m1* (120st) 

R7 knit in color 2: *k12, m1* (130st), *k15, m1*, (128st) 

R8 knit in color 1: *k* 

Knit the round 9 and all following rounds (unless otherwise indicated) in color 2.  

R9: *k26, m1* (135st), *k16, m1* (136st) 

Work the next rounds in stockinette stitch up to 9.5cm, 10 cm in total (including ribs), 

then decrease:: 

R1: *k25, K2tog* (130st), *k15, K2tog*, (128st) 

R2 and 3: *k* 

R4: *k11, K2tog * (120st), *k14, K2tog* (120st) 

R5 and 6: *k* 

R7 *k10, K2tog * (110st), *k13,K2tog* (112st) 

Knit the round 8 in color 3: *k* 

Knit the round 9 in color 2: *k* 
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Then knit all the following rounds in color 3: 

R10: *k9, K2tog* (100st), *k12, K2tog* (104st) 

R 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18,20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and 33: *k* 

R13: *k8, K2tog* (90st), *k11, K2tog* (96st) 

R16: *k7, K2tog* (80st), *k10, K2tog*(88st) 

R19: *k6, K2tog* (70st), *k9, K2tog* (80st) 

R21: *k5, K2tog* (60st), *k8, K2tog* (72st) 

R23: *k4, K2tog* (50st), *k7, K2tog* (64st) 

R25: *k3, K2tog* (40st), *k6, K2tog* (56st) 

R27: *k2, K2tog* (30st), *k5, K2tog* (48st) 

R29: *k1, K2tog* (20st), *k4, K2tog* (40st) 

R31: *k*. For the size S, fix the top of the hat, for the size M, keep knitting: 

R32:*k3, K2tog* (32st) 

R34: *k2, K2tog* (24st) 

R35: *k* 

When it’s finished, cut the thread about 30 cm in length, with the wool needle, thread 

the thread through all the remaining stitches to secure the top of the hat, remove the 

circular needle. Tighten the stitches, pass the thread in all sts, tighten again. Bring in all 

the threads, also cut them short. With Color 1, make the pompon and fix it at the top of 

the beret.  

Cowl size Teen/Adult S, Adult size M : 

Cast on 90st, 96st on needle 5 mm with color 1. Put the stitch marker to mark the 

beginning of the round. Form the circle and start knitting in color 1: do 8/10 rounds in 

ribs 2/1. Continue in color 1 : 

Do 9/11 rounds: *k* 

Do 1 round in color 2: *k* 

Do 1 round in color 1: *k* 

Do 17/19 rounds in color 2: *k* 

Do 1 round in color 3: *k* 

Do 1 round in color 2: *k* 

Do 9/11 rounds in color 3: *k* 

Do 8/10 rounds in ribs 2/1 in color 3. Bind off all the stitches flexibly, bring in the 

threads and cut them short. 

 


